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On G.Sets in the Product of a Metric Space
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In [2] we defined G,-space as a topological space which is homeo-
morphic to a G,-set in the product of a metric space and a compact
Hausdorff space and proved that an M-space is a G,-space if and only
if it is a p-space. We also left it as an open problem to give an inter-
nal characterization to G,-spaces. The purpose of this note is to give
such characterizations. All spaces in this note are at least Hausdorff,
and all maps are continuous. As for general terminologies and sym-
bols in general topology, see [1].

Definition 1. Let (cli--1, 2, .} be a sequence of open covers
of a space X and a filter in X. Then is said to be Cauchy w.r.t.
{q/} provided for each i there is F e and W e with Fc W. Sup-
pose S is a closed set of X. If every maximal closed filter in X which
is Cauchy w.r.t. (q/} and contains S as an element converges, then S
is said to be complete w.r.t. {}. We may drop the word ’w.r.t. (}’
discussing Cauchy filter or complete closed set if there is no fear of con-
fusion.

Definition 2. Let X be a space with a sequence {q/Y} of open cov-
ers and f a map fromX ontoaspaceY. If for everyyeYandfor
every maximal closed filter in X, Cauchy w.r.t. (q/} satisfying
f-’(y) e , there is G e such that y e f(G), then f is said to be closed
w.r.t. {q/}. Obviously each closed map from X onto Y is closed w.r.t.
every sequence {W} of open covers of X.

Theorem 1. A Tychonoff space X is a G,-space (namely homeo-
morphic o a G,-set in the product of a metric space and a compact
Hausdorff space) if and only if there is a sequence (ciF [i-1, 2,... } of
open covers of X and a map f from X onto a metric space M such that
(i) for each y e M, f-l(y) is complete w.r.t.
(ii) f is closed w.r.t.

Proof. Necessity. Let X be a G,-set in the product space C xM
of a compact Hausdorff space C and a metric space M. Suppose X
-7= U, where U is an open set of C x M. We denote by
the projections from C xM onto C and M respectively. For each point
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